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A B S T R A C T   

Gene regulation computational research requires handling and integrating large amounts of heterogeneous data. 
The Gene Ontology has demonstrated that ontologies play a fundamental role in biological data interoperability 
and integration. Ontologies help to express data and knowledge in a machine processable way, which enables 
complex querying and advanced exploitation of distributed data. Contributing to improve data interoperability 
in gene regulation is a major objective of the GREEKC Consortium, which aims to develop a standardized gene 
regulation knowledge commons. GREEKC proposes the use of ontologies and semantic tools for developing 
interoperable gene regulation knowledge models, which should support data annotation. In this work, we study 
how such knowledge models can be generated from cartoons of gene regulation scenarios. The proposed method 
consists of generating descriptions in natural language of the cartoons; extracting the entities from the texts; 
finding those entities in existing ontologies to reuse as much content as possible, especially from well known and 
maintained ontologies such as the Gene Ontology, the Sequence Ontology, the Relations Ontology and ChEBI; 
and implementation of the knowledge models. The models have been implemented using Protégé, a general 
ontology editor, and Noctua, the tool developed by the Gene Ontology Consortium for the development of causal 
activity models to capture more comprehensive annotations of genes and link their activities in a causal 
framework for Gene Ontology Annotations. We applied the method to two gene regulation scenarios and illus-
trate how to apply the models generated to support the annotation of data from research articles.  

Abbreviations: BFO, Basic Formal Ontology; ChEBI, Chemical Entities of Biological Interest Ontology; CoreP-E, core promoter element; coTF, co-factor tran-
scription factor or chromatin modifier; dbTF, DNA-binding transcription factor; eRNA, enhancer RNA; GO, Gene Ontology; GO-CAM, Gene Ontology Causal Activity 
Model; GRAO, Gene Regulation Application Ontology; GREEKC, Gene Regulation Ensemble Effort for the Knowledge Commons; GTF, general transcription factor; 
OBO, Open Biomedical Ontology; OWL, Web Ontology Language; PIC, Pre-Initiation Complex; RDF, Resource Description Framework; RDFS, Resource Description 
Framework Schema; RNA pol II, RNA polymerase II; RO, Relations Ontology; SO, Sequence Ontology; TF, transcription factor; TFBS, transcription factor binding site; 
TSS, transcription start site. 
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1. Introduction 

Cellular mechanisms that control the transcription of genes at a given 
time and under particular intracellular conditions, as well as in response 
to signals from the cell environment, are central to the regulation of gene 
expression. The domain of transcription regulation comprises the tran-
scription factors that interact with the genome and its transcriptional 
machinery, coordinated by a complex network of signal transduction 
molecules. It is therefore crucial to understand the mechanisms of cell 
control at the system level [1]. Inside the cell, cellular signaling cascades 
support the transmission of information from external stimuli (e.g. 
hormones) to distinct cellular responses (e.g. changes in gene expres-
sion) [2,3]. Gene expression is regulated at multiple levels starting from 
the accessibility of chromatin to the post-translational modification of 
proteins [4,5]. Most of this regulation is controlled by a network of 
highly interconnected proteins known as transcription regulators [3]. 
There is a large array of transcription regulators including general 
transcription factors, sequence-specific DNA binding transcription fac-
tors (dbTFs), various transcription co-factors and chromatin-modifying 
complexes [6]. DbTFs are one of those kinds of regulatory proteins. 
They bind short DNA sequences to regulate gene expression at the level 
of transcription by activating or blocking the recruitment of the tran-
scriptional machinery to the transcription start site. Research in the field 
of gene regulation is of great relevance, because the alteration in gene 
regulation due to mutations in regulatory sequences, transcription fac-
tors, co-factors and chromatin regulators that interact with these regions 
are associated with the development of serious diseases, such as auto-
immunity or cancer [7,8]. 

Gene regulation research takes advantage of the massive amounts of 
biological data produced by omics technologies. The representation of 
gene regulation data into a network that describes a biological system 
constitutes the first step for scientists to develop an understanding of the 
behavior of that system [9]. In systems biology, dynamic simulations 
with a model of a biological process serve as a means to validate the 
model's architecture and parameters, and to provide hypotheses for new 
experiments [9]. 

These computer models need to have access to all the knowledge 
about the components of the biological system and how they interact 
with each other. Unfortunately, as it happens in most biological domains 
[9,10,11,12], gene regulation data are often stored in disparate, 
specialized repositories. Hence, gene regulation research requires the 
integrated exploitation of different types of data, but current data re-
sources lack interoperability. Effective data interoperability would 
enable biological knowledge discovery, which is more and more 
dependent on computational modeling and simulation. 

Data interoperability has been addressed in biological research by 
applying knowledge representation technologies such as ontologies. For 
example, the Gene Ontology (GO) [13,14] supports the interoperability 
of functional annotations across databases and species. Ontologies can 
be defined as explicit specifications of the conceptualization of a domain 
[15], and they provide the specified concepts and relations between 
them that are possible in a particular domain. When supporting data 
annotation, they are mainly applied as controlled vocabularies, i.e. their 
labels (in Gene Ontology named GO terms) are used to characterize the 
role or location of an entity as described in a scientific publication. 

GO annotations have been very useful in the last twenty years and 
have supported multi-species data analysis and functional inference 
methods, among other bioinformatics methods. However, GO annota-
tions have the limitation of denoting associations between gene products 
and molecular functions, biological processes or cellular components 
only. GO includes terms for gene regulation processes, which permit the 
association of gene products with particular regulation activities. This 
contribution to the achievement of gene regulation data interoperability 
is limited by the fact that the conventional GO annotations do not 
specify the biological context and conditions in which the gene product 
participates in that process. Therefore, the knowledge model provided 

by GO to support data annotations needs to be enriched. 
The Gene Ontology Consortium has proposed to enrich GO annota-

tions by chaining them together in a knowledge graph by using the Gene 
Ontology Causal Activity Model (GO-CAM) [16]. GO-CAMs are based on 
annotations of the form <subject, predicate, object> and thus a model is 
a collection of triples connected to each other in which the broader 
biological context is described. This representation based on triples is 
characteristic of the Resource Description Framework (RDF)1 and the A- 
Box segment in semantic languages such as the Web Ontology Language 
(OWL)2. GO-CAMs are activity centric annotations, whereas GO Anno-
tations are gene product centric. 

In this work, we hypothesize that GO-CAMs can be designed as 
templates for curators to annotate specific types of mechanisms involved 
in the regulation of transcription. By designing and testing several of 
these GO-CAM templates for practical use, we investigate whether 
causal activity modeling is an appropriate approach to formalize gene 
regulation knowledge. 

The GREEKC Consortium aims at developing a Gene Regulation 
Knowledge Commons, focusing on the generation, curation and analysis 
of data and knowledge about gene regulation processes. GREEKC 
Working Group 1 (WG1) has been responsible for the development of 
ontologies for a sustainable knowledge framework for the interoperable 
representation of gene regulation data. The annotation of dbTFs, general 
transcription factors (GTFs) transcription co-factors, chromatin modi-
fiers and regulatory RNAs, the genes that are under their regulation and 
the molecular mechanisms governing this regulation (including protein- 
DNA interaction, protein-protein interaction, protein/DNA modifica-
tions, RNA-mediated events, etc.), which was the domain of GREEKC 
WG2 (Curation and annotation of gene regulatory mechanisms), needs 
to be founded on well-defined standards and ontologies. A number of 
biological ontologies have been generated in the last years, and one of 
the driving principles of the GREEKC knowledge framework is the reuse 
of existing content, in order to reduce the development costs of the 
ontologies and increase their quality by including content that has 
already been tested. This allows for a consistent representation of a 
domain among all ontologies that reuse the same content, and increase 
the interoperability of data and applications through ontologies [17,18]. 

In this work, we describe the research carried out in GREEK WG1 to 
facilitate data and knowledge curation in the domain of gene regulatory 
mechanisms of eukaryotic systems through data annotation templates. 
Those templates are based on knowledge models built using standard-
ized resources. Hence, we describe in this paper a method for the 
development of gene regulation knowledge models, which should sup-
port data annotation. Given the high data heterogeneity and the lack of 
harmonized knowledge resources in the field, the starting point for this 
research was a set of graphical descriptions of typical gene regulation 
scenarios, which are referred to as cartoons in this article. 

This study has the following research questions (RQ):  

• RQ1. Can we define knowledge models based on GO-CAM that are 
well-suited for capturing gene regulatory data?  

• RQ2. To what extent can content from existing ontologies be reused?  
• RQ3. Is causal activity modeling an appropriate annotation approach 

for gene regulation?  
• RQ4. How can knowledge models be applied to support data 

annotation? 

In this paper, we describe a method for creating the knowledge 
models (RQ1), which is based on the conversion of the cartoons repre-
senting gene regulation scenarios, their description in natural language, 
the analysis of these descriptions in order to identify mentions of domain 
entities and relations, and the implementation of the models. The 

1 https://www.w3.org/RDF/  
2 https://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref/ 
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implementation step will require the reuse of entities from existing on-
tologies (RQ2). In this work, two gene regulation scenarios were chosen 
as use cases, for which knowledge models were implemented using two 
state of the art tools, namely, Noctua [19] and Protégé [20]. These 
scenarios permitted a proof-of-concept of the application of our method, 
through which prototypical instances of the knowledge models were 
developed. Different aspects of the models were evaluated, including 
their application to annotate data from gene regulation articles (RQ3, 
RQ4). 

The goal of the method is to develop standardized knowledge models 
representing gene regulation scenarios. In this context, we can interpret 
standardized in two ways: (1) the knowledge is extracted from cartoons 
based on grounded knowledge and high quality scientific references; (2) 
the models are represented with classes and properties from reference 
bio-ontologies. The availability of a library of models would constitute a 
standardized representation of gene regulation knowledge that should 
be the reference for data curators and gene regulation data resources. 
We believe that the formalization and organization of the gene regula-
tion knowledge will certainly contribute increasing the interoperability 
of gene regulation data resources. 

2. Materials and methods 

In this section we describe our method for creating knowledge 
models from cartoons of gene regulation scenarios (see Fig. 1). This 
method requires the availability of those cartoons, whose development 
will be described in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 will explain the construction 
of knowledge models from the cartoons, which consists of creating de-
scriptions in natural language, extracting entities from existing ontol-
ogies and implementing the models. Finally, we will describe how the 
knowledge models were evaluated (Section 2.3). 

2.1. Cartoons representing gene regulation scenarios 

GREEKC experts have created a series of cartoons that represent in-
teractions that may occur in selected gene regulation scenarios. The 
content of the cartoons reflect established molecular biology knowledge 
in agreement with up to date university text books and review articles in 
high quality journals. These cartoons are not based on any formalism, so 
they do not follow any formal grammar. The cartoons are the starting 
point for our methods. They describe the following two uses cases:  

1. Regulation of transcription of a promoter. Fig. 2 shows the cartoon 
representing how coTFs can modify the structure of the chromatin to 
allow transcription machinery access to a gene region. Further de-
tails and the results on this use case are described in Section 3.1.  

2. Regulation of transcription by regulators on an enhancer that loops 
to a promoter. Fig. 3 shows the cartoon representing how the pro-
teins that regulate transcription, including dbTFs and transcriptional 
machinery, interact and bind to regulatory DNA regions in order to 
regulate transcription. In this case, the DNA strand forms a loop in 
order to facilitate transcription by bringing together a distal regu-
latory region and the promoter region of a gene. For further details 
and the results of this use case are described in Section 3.2. 

2.2. Construction of knowledge models from cartoons 

This section describes our method for creating knowledge models 

based on the cartoons. The resulting models will be expressed using 
knowledge representation languages, thus being machine-friendly and 
sharing formal principles. Our method consists on the following steps: 
(1) expressing the content of the cartoons in natural language (Section 
2.2.1); (2) identifying textual elements that denote domain entities for 
which ontological representations exist (Section 2.2.2); and (3) imple-
mentation of the knowledge model (Section 2.2.3). 

2.2.1. Description of the cartoons 
The first step was to create natural language descriptions for each 

cartoon. For this purpose, bibliography in the gene regulation domain 
was consulted. 

2.2.2. Extraction of the ontology entities 
The objective of this step was to analyze the natural language de-

scriptions and to identify domain ontology content referred to in the 
text, as a first step towards the creation of formal knowledge models. 
Reuse of existing ontology content instead of creating new ontology 
classes has been formulated as a major design principle for GREEKC. The 
first decision was therefore to select the ontologies whose content de-
scribes gene ontology use cases. The following ontologies were selected, 
because they represent regulation processes and activities, sequence 
features and biological entities:  

• Gene Ontology (GO): GO describes the roles of genes and gene 
products in any organism. GO describes three biological aspects: 
biological process refers to major biological processes to which the 
gene or gene product contributes, whereas molecular function is 
defined as the biochemical activity of a gene product, and GO cellular 
component terms specify the place in the cell where a gene product is 
active [13,16]. It provides the most comprehensive resource 
currently available for computer- and human readable descriptions 
of functions of genes and gene products [13,14]. GO is structured 
using a formal ontology, by defining classes of gene functions (OWL 
classes), with OWL axioms describing their inter-relations [19].  

• Sequence Ontology (SO): SO provides a standardized set of classes 
and relationships to describe biological sequences. It is focused on 
unifying the vocabulary used in genomic annotations and provides 
the structure and axioms needed for querying and automated 
reasoning over their contents, thus facilitating data exchange and 
comparative analyses of annotations [21,22].  

• Relations Ontology (RO): RO offers a collection of binary relation 
types covering a variety of domains in the biological, biomedical and 
environmental sciences designed to support the integration of OBO 
Foundry ontologies [23]. RO provides biological relationship types 
such as “positively regulates” and reuses a small number of onto-
logical relations from BFO [24], in particular, upper level classes and 
core relations such as “has part”.  

• Chemical Entities of Biological Interest Ontology (ChEBI): ChEBI 
[25] focuses on small chemical compounds. Its main purpose is to 
provide a high quality ontology to promote the correct and consistent 
use of unambiguous biochemical knowledge. ChEBI consists of four 
sub-ontologies: molecular structure, which refers to molecular en-
tities or parts which are classified according to structure; biological 
role, which classifies entities according to their role within a bio-
logical context; application, which classifies entities, if any, based on 
their human intended use; and subatomic particle for particles 
smaller than atoms. 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the method applied in this work.  
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• The Gene Regulation Application Ontology (GRAO): GRAO is a 
GREEKC Consortium development which describes knowledge rele-
vant to the domain of gene regulation. GRAO is an upper-level 
schema that links the parts of the above-described ontologies rele-
vant for gene regulation. GRAO includes specific cellular processes 
(such as the binding of dbTFs to DNA binding sites) and the elements 
involved in those processes (dbTFs and other proteins), but those 
elements should be reused from existing ontologies. Fig. 4 shows the 
major classes and relationships that are part of GRAO. This shows the 
use of prefixes such as GO or SO, which means that those terms are 
reused from the corresponding ontologies. 

The text fragments referring to the potential domain entities (classes 
and relation) were marked. With the support of ontology browsers such 
as OntoBee [26] and annotation facilities offered by BioPortal [27], 
those fragments were first searched in GO, SO, RO, and ChEBI. These 
search facilities are able to handle synonyms and close matches, which 
helped to find the appropriate ontology entities. In case the terms were 
not found in any of these ontologies, they were created as local terms in 
our GRAO ontology. However, since the aim was to keep the local 
content of GRAO as small as possible, those concepts and properties 
were examined. When it was identified that a term should be included in 

one of the reused ontologies, a new term request was submitted to the 
corresponding ontology development team. 

2.2.3. Implementation of the knowledge model 
Once the terms and relations involved in the gene regulation scenario 

had been identified, the next step was to implement the knowledge 
model. In this work the models were initially implemented using Noctua 
[28], a web-based, collaborative GO annotation editor, and Protégé 
[20], an ontology editor. In both cases the same modeling approach was 
applied to create models based on instances (in OWL terms: to create A- 
box models). 

This approach revealed that Noctua modeling was more appropriate 
for the goals of the GREEKC Consortium, so in this section we explain 
how the models were created using this tool. Section 4 provides a 
justification and discussion of this decision and the major differences 
between both approaches. 

Noctua is a tool developed by the GO Consortium to extend con-
ventional GO annotations, which associate gene products with pro-
cesses, functions or components, but leave out information about the 
relevant context or conditions. Thus, the GO Consortium defined the 
GO-CAM, which chains GO annotations together, and allow for addi-
tional contextual information with the application of additional 

Fig. 2. Cartoon of transcription regulation 
of a promoter. The brown line represents 
DNA, with the promoter region in dark 
brown and the regulatory region in lighter 
brown. Nucleosomes are shown at the ends. 
The blue circle represents dbTFs at the TFBS 
and the purple circle denotes co-factors and 
chromatin modifiers (coTFs). Purple arrows 
indicate coTF activity on nucleosomes, DNA 
and the Pre-Initiation complex (PIC). The 
PIC and RNA polymerase II (RNA pol II) are 
shown as pale ovals at the core promoter 
element (CoreP-E) and the transcription 
start site (TSS). (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this 

article.)   

Fig. 3. Cartoon of gene regulation by regulators describing an enhancer that loops to a promoter. The light brown line represents the DNA strand, medium brown 
represents the regulatory region, with the promoter region in dark brown. The TFBSs and Core P-E are indicated with black arrows marking the TSS. Blue circles 
represent dbTFs and purple circles co-TFs. The subunits of the mediator complex are depicted in yellow, orange and green. The PIC and RNA polymerase II are 
represented by pale ovals at the coreP-E and the TSS. Red and green arrows indicate RNA transcription: pre-mRNA, enhancer RNA (eRNA). (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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ontologies. Thus, GO-CAMs improve the expressiveness of the annota-
tions and present a more accurate representation of a biological system 
rather than a biological component [16]. A GO-CAM combines con-
ventional GO annotations to produce a network of annotations or model 
[19]. Each term is an individual, that is, an instance of an ontology class. 
This corresponds to the fact that the knowledge acquired in the anno-
tation process is not universal in the sense that it does not make state-
ments about all members of a class. Instead it is about individual entities 
observed in individual experiments described in individual publications. 
To infer universal laws of nature from particular observations and to 
represent them in ontologies (in OWL terms: to create T-box models) is a 
separate process in scientific communities beyond this discussion 
[29,30]. For instance, a scientific author's assertion ‘x regulates y’ (with 
x being an instance of X and y an instance of Y) as a result of a particular 
experiment must not be over-interpreted as a universal statement such 
as “all instances of X regulate some instance of Y". 

The GO-CAM specification generated by the GO Consortium3 pro-
vides an abstract data model and guidelines for the design of GO-CAM 
graphs. These guidelines specify how activities have to be modeled, 
the types of relations that can be used and the domains and ranges for 
them. This allows for checking the correctness and validating the GO- 
CAMs created. Noctua allows for creating GO-CAMs as OWL A-boxes, 
that is, based on instances. Noctua provides a graphical editor for 
creating the GO-CAMs and provides a knowledge base, the Noctua Entity 
ontology, which includes classes from ontologies such as GO, SO or 
ChEBI. The relations in these models are object properties from the RO. 
Each term added to the graphical editor is displayed in a box, called 
activity unit [28], which represents an individual with a unique identi-
fier. GO-CAMs can also include content from databases such as Uni-
ProtKB. Furthermore, Noctua permits the export of GO-CAM graphs in 
OWL, so the model can be imported and edited using tools such as 
Protégé or text editors. Noctua also offers the possibility for real-time 
reasoning to check model consistency. 

An example of a GO-CAM developed with Noctua is shown in Fig. 5. 
This GO-CAM describes the molecular activity of mATF4, DNA-binding 
transcription activator activity, RNA polymerase II-specific (GO:0001228), 

which is part_of (BFO:0000050) the process positive regulation of the 
transcription (GO:0045944) of its input (or target), mBglap. This activity 
occurs_in (BFO:0000066) the chromatin (GO:0000785) and has_part 
(BFO:0000051) RNA polymerase II cis-regulatory region sequence-specific 
DNA binding (GO:0000978), which also occurs_in (BFO:0000066) the 
chromatin, is enabled by (RO:0002333) mATF4, and has input a DNA motif 
(SO:0000713). In this case, all the mentions of mATF4 and mBglap refer 
to the same instance of each molecule. 

The implementation of these models in Noctua required a search for 
the corresponding entities in the relevant knowledge bases, selecting 
them in Noctua and creating the corresponding activity units and re-
lations. In the Noctua editor, the GO MF terms were searched using their 
identifier or keywords, for example GO:0001228 DNA-binding tran-
scription activator activity, RNA polymerase II-specific. Next, the re-
lationships between MF and other GO elements, such as cellular 
components (CC) and biological processes (BP), were selected. 

2.3. Evaluation of the knowledge models 

The evaluation of the developed models was carried out by applying 
the following steps: (1) technical evaluation; and (2) application of the 
models for supporting data annotation. Regarding the technical evalu-
ation, the content of the models was checked for completeness and 
consistency. First, the terms included in the GO-CAMs were manually 
compared with the descriptive texts associated with the cartoons. The 
work was reviewed during group meetings by experts involved in the 
GREEKC WG1. In a first meeting, the accuracy of the content of the texts 
in natural language was checked. In a second meeting, the knowledge 
models were reviewed to determine whether the gene regulation sce-
narios represented in the cartoons were properly represented. Once our 
experts agreed on the GO-CAMs, their consistency was tested using the 
reasoner offered by Noctua. Then, they were implemented from scratch 
using Protégé. The consistency of the models implemented in Protégé 
was tested using the reasoners offered by the tool. For simplicity, we 
have reused the URI of the terms, so not all the logical axioms available 
in the reused OWL ontologies have been imported. 

Regarding the support for data annotation, our models formalize the 
knowledge associated with particular gene regulation scenarios. 
Consequently, they can be considered knowledge templates for 

Fig. 4. Gene Regulation High Level Simplified Schema. The use of the prefixes GO, SO, RO, ChEBI and GRAO indicates that those classes and relationships are reused 
from the corresponding ontologies. Source: https://github.com/GREEKC/GRAO 

3 http://wiki.geneontology.org/index.php/Noctua 
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annotating data related to those scenarios. This component of the 
evaluation aimed to study whether those templates are really applicable 
to data annotation. For this purpose, we applied the GO-CAMs devel-
oped to annotate the gene regulation scenarios described by selected 
research articles. Four domain experts evaluated the suitability of the 
GO-CAMs for representing the data presented in the articles. One expert 
analyzed all the articles, evaluated the applicability of the GO-CAMs 
developed and assigned each article to one or more GO-CAMs, 
depending on the content of the article. Each research article was then 
analyzed by another domain expert. Hence, three experts were asked to 
provide one of the following answers for the articles:  

1. The GO-CAM is not appropriate for annotating this article.  
2. The article does not provide all the data required by the GO-CAM.  
3. The GO-CAM permits to capture all the data of the article.  
4. The article has relevant data which is not represented in the GO- 

CAM. 

The experts could also add additional information in free text. The 
results were analyzed by GO-CAM template and globally, that is, all 
together. 

3. Results 

In this section the presentation of the results are organized by use 
case. For each use case, two results are described: the description in 
natural language and the prototypes of GO-CAMs generated. The 
description in natural language will serve to provide the bridge between 
the cartoons of the gene regulation scenarios, which were shown in 
Section 2, and the GO-CAMs obtained. In fact, as mentioned earlier in 
this paper, the models were created by analyzing the content of the text 
descriptions. 

3.1. Use case 1: transcription regulation of a promoter 

3.1.1. Description in natural language 
The gene regulation scenario shown in Fig. 2 can be described in text 

as: DNA-binding transcription factors (dbTFs) recognize short DNA se-
quences termed TF binding sites within enhancers relatively free of 
nucleosomes, thus enabling cooperative binding that can include in-
teractions between dbTFs and coTFs [31]. The coTFs recruited by the 
dbTFs typically act on gene regulation through modifying and remod-
eling the chromatin context of enhancers. Such coTFs include histone 
acetyltransferases (eg.p300/CBP, SAGA complex, MOF, TIP60 and 
others), histone methyltransferases (e.g.MLL3/4, CARM1), ATP- 
dependent chromatin remodeling factors (e.g. Brg1, CHD7) and fac-
tors that promote crosstalk with the transcriptional machinery (e.g. 
mediator complex) at promoters. coTFs complexes enable activation or 
repression of transcription by influencing the activity of RNA 

polymerase and facilitating the establishment of a transcriptionally 
permissive or restrictive chromatin environment [32]. 

3.1.2. The knowledge models 
The analysis of this gene regulation scenario revealed that two 

different situations could happen for this regulation activity. A tran-
scriptional coregulation activity could be involved in the process, but 
this is not always the case. Given that regulation can be either positive or 
negative, four models were created. For simplicity, only the GO-CAMs 
for the positive regulation are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The other 
models can be found at https://github.com/jesualdotomasfernandezbre 
is/greekc. 

Fig. 6 shows the model for the positive regulation of transcription by 
a dbTF and where transcriptional coregulation activity is not repre-
sented. The main process of this model is the positive regulation of tran-
scription by RNA polymerase II (GO:0045944) which has input 
(RO:0002233) the regulated gene (SO:0000704) product. The DNA- 
binding transcription activator activity, RNA polymerase II-specific 
(GO:0001228) is part of (BFO:0000050) the regulation of transcription 
process, which occurs in (BFO:0000066) chromatin (GO:0000785), and is 
enabled by (RO:0002333) a dbTF, represented by the chebi information 
biomacromolecule (CHEBI:33695), and has input (RO:0002233) the same 
regulated gene product. This molecular activity has part (BFO:0000051) 
a RNA polymerase II cis-regulatory region sequence-specific DNA binding 
(activity) (GO:0000978), which occurs in chromatin, and is enabled by 
(RO:0002333) the same instance of dbTF and has input a DNA_motif 
(SO:0000713). The dbTF and gene product used would depend on the 
species curated. For example, UniProt IDs are used for humans, whereas 
for mouse Mouse Genome Informatics IDs would be included. Note that 
inputs may be dbTF motifs such as E box, or promoter coordinates, for 
example, for human genes, using Ensembl genomic coordinates. 

The model for the analogous negative regulation would have the 
same structure but the activities involved would be negative regulation of 
transcription by RNA Polymerase II (GO:0000122) and DNA-binding 
transcription repressor activity, RNA polymerase II-specific (GO:0001227). 

Fig. 7 describes the model for the positive regulation of transcription 
where the activity of a coTF is represented. The main process of this 
model is the positive regulation of transcription by RNA Polymerase II which 
has input the regulated gene (SO:0000704) product. The transcription 
coactivator activity (GO:0003713) is part of the main activity, occurs in 
the chromatin, is enabled by a coTF, represented by the chebi information 
biomacromolecule (CHEBI:33695) and has input the same regulated gene 
product. The DNA-binding transcription activator activity, RNA polymerase 
II-specific (GO:0001228) is also part of the main process, occurs in the 
chromatin, is enabled by a dbTF, represented by the chebi information 
biomacromolecule (CHEBI:33695), and has input the same regulated gene 
product. This molecular activity has part (BFO:0000051) RNA polymer-
ase II cis-regulatory region sequence-specific DNA binding (GO:0000978), 
which occurs in the chromatin, is enabled by (RO:0002333) the same 

Fig. 5. An example of GO-CAM graph created using Noctua that describes the positive regulation of transcription. The instances of molecular activities and biological 
processes are shown in boxes and the arrows represent the relationships between the instances. 
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instance of dbTF, and has input a DNA_motif (SO:0000713). In this case, 
the two instances of chebi information biomacromolecule represent the 
dbTF and the coTF. Again, inputs may be dbTF or coTF motifs, or pro-
moter coordinates. Causality/directionality links can be made between 
the dbTF and coTF activities. The model on Fig. 7 implies that both the 
dbTF and the coTF are required for the transcription process to take 
place. 

The model for the analogous negative regulation would have the 
same structure but the activities involved would be negative regulation of 
transcription by RNA Polymerase II (GO:0000122), transcription core-
pressor activity (GO:0003714) and DNA-binding transcription repressor 
activity, RNA polymerase II-specific (GO:0001227). 

Table 1 shows the classes and relations that have been reused from 
GO, SO, ChEBI and RO to create the models of this use case. 

3.2. Use case 2: gene regulation by regulators on an enhancer that loops 
to a promoter 

3.2.1. Description in natural language 
This is the text obtained for the gene regulation scenario described in 

Fig. 3: Sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factors (dbTFs) bind 
to transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) within a gene regulatory 
region (promoter or enhancer). The DNA-dbTF complex recruits tran-
scription cofactors (coTFs), which bind to different mediator subunits 
[33]. The mediator complex is crucial for enhancer-promoter loops [34]. 
The Pre-Initiation Complex (PIC) includes RNA polymerase II and as-
sembles at the transcription start site (TSS) where it initiates transcrip-
tion of the pre-mRNA [35]. 

Fig. 6. The GO-CAM representing positive transcription regulation by a promoter when no transcriptional coregulation activity is involved. The main process of this 
model is the positive regulation of transcription by RNA polymerase II (GO:0045944) which has input (RO:0002233) the regulated gene (SO:0000704) product. The DNA- 
binding transcription activator activity, RNA polymerase II-specific (GO:0001228) is part of (BFO:0000050) the regulation of transcription process, which occurs in 
(BFO:0000066) the chromatin (GO:0000785), and is enabled by (RO:0002333) a dbTF, represented by the chebi information biomacromolecule (CHEBI:33695), and has 
input (RO:0002233) the same regulated gene product. This molecular activity has part (BFO:0000051) a RNA polymerase II cis-regulatory region sequence-specific DNA 
binding (GO:0000978), which occurs in the chromatin, is enabled by (RO:0002333) the same instance of dbTF and has input a DNA_motif (SO:0000713). The dbTF and 
gene product IDs used would depend on the species curated, with human UniProt IDs are used whereas for mouse Mouse Genome Informatics IDs would be included. 
Note that inputs may be dbTF motifs such as E box, or promoter coordinates, for example, for human genes, using Ensembl genomic coordinates. 

Fig. 7. The GO-CAM representing positive transcription regulation by a promoter when transcriptional coregulation activity is involved. The main process of this 
model is the positive regulation of transcription by RNA polymerase II which has input the regulated gene (SO:0000704) product. The transcription coactivator activity 
(GO:0003713) is part of the main activity, occurs in the chromatin, is enabled by a coTF, represented by the chebi information biomacromolecule (CHEBI:33695) and has 
input the same regulated gene product. The DNA-binding transcription activator activity, RNA polymerase II-specific (GO:0001228) is also part of the main process, occurs 
in the chromatin, is enabled by a dbTF, represented by the chebi information biomacromolecule (CHEBI:33695), and has input the same regulated gene product. This 
molecular activity has part (BFO:0000051)RNA polymerase II cis-regulatory region sequence-specific DNA binding (GO:0000978), which occurs in the chromatin, is enabled 
by (RO:0002333) the same instance of dbTF, and has input a DNA_motif (SO:0000713). In this case, the two instances of chebi information biomacromolecule represent 
the dbTF and the coTF. Again, inputs may be dbTF or coTF motifs, or promoter coordinates. This model implies that both the dbTF and the co-TF are required for the 
transcription process to take place. 
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3.2.2. The knowledge model 
Fig. 8 shows the model created for this use case. The main process in 

this model is the positive regulation of transcription by RNA polymerase II 
(GO:0045944), which has input a gene (SO:0000704) product. Three 
activities are part of (BFO:0000050) this process, namely, DNA-binding 
transcription activator activity, RNA polymerase II-specific (GO:0001228), 
the transcription co-activator activity (GO:0003713), and promoter- 
enhancer loop anchoring activity (GO:0140585). 

The DNA-binding transcription activator activity occurs in 
(BFO:0000066) the chromatin(GO:0000785), is enabled by 
(RO:0002333) a dbTF represented by chebi information biomacromolecule 
(CHEBI:33695), and has input (RO:0002233) a gene (SO:0000704) 
product. Besides, this activity has part (BFO:0000051) the RNA poly-
merase II cis-regulatory region sequence-specific DNA binding 
(GO:0000978) which occurs in the chromatin, is enabled by the same dbTF 
as the previous activity, and has input the same gene product. The 
transcription co-activator activity, RNA polymerase II-specific occurs in the 
chromatin, and is enabled by the coTF represented by chebi information 
biomacromolecule. The promoter-enhancer loop anchoring activity occurs in 
the chromatin, and is enabled by chebi information biomacromolecule. 

It should be noted that in this model, the two gene products refer to 
the same gene product, whereas two transcription regulators are 
involved: the dbTF participates in the activities DNA-binding transcription 
activator activity and RNA polymerase II cis-regulatory region sequence- 
specific DNA binding, and the coTF participates in transcription co- 
activator activity. 

Table 2 shows the classes and properties that have been reused from 
GO, SO, ChEBI and RO to create the models of this use case. 

3.3. Evaluation 

Regarding the technical evaluation, the reviews of the models during 
the expert meetings served to ensure that the models were covering the 
content included in the textual description. The evaluation forms and 
results are available as spreadsheets at https://github.com/jesua 
ldotomasfernandezbreis/greekc. The application of reasoners to the 
models indicated no inconsistencies or errors. Regarding data annota-
tion support, we selected a series of gene regulation research articles for 
the models generated for the two use cases:  

• Transcription regulation of a promoter (model 1): [36,37,38,39].  
• Transcription regulation of a promoter (model 2): [36].  
• Transcription regulation of a promoter (model 3): [40,41,42].  
• Transcription regulation of a promoter (model 4): [41]  
• Gene regulation by promoter-enhancer looping: 

[43,39,44,45,46,47,48]. 

These are the evaluation results by GO-CAM model:  

• Transcription regulation of a promoter (model 1): The model permits 
to capture all the data of the four articles. Fig. 5 is the GO-CAM 
corresponding to this model created for (Xiao et al, 2005) [37], 
where ATF4 is the dbTF and mBglap is the gene product.  

• Transcription regulation of a promoter (model 2): The model was 
found not appropriate for the associated article. The same expert 
considered model 1 appropriate for this article.  

• Transcription regulation of a promoter (model 3): The model permits 
the capture of all the data presented in one article, but two articles 
were missing some of the data represented in the model.  

• Transcription regulation of a promoter (model 4): The article does 
not contain all the data represented in the model. 

• Gene regulation by regulators on an enhancer that loops to a pro-
moter: The model permits the capture of all the data presented in 4 
out of 6 articles, whereas one article contained more data that the 
model could capture, and one article did not provide all the data 
included in the model. Fig. 9 describes the GO-CAM created for the 
data presented in Kim et al, 2009 [44]. In this article, GATA1 is the 
dbTF, SMARCA4 is the coTF, and HBB is the regulated gene product. 

Globally speaking (see Table 3), in 60% of the cases the model per-
mits the capture all the data presented in a selected article; there was 
data missing in 27% of the articles; in 6.7% of cases the article had more 
data than the GO-CAM, and the same percentage was obtained for the 
GO-CAM not being appropriate for the article. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Research findings 

Expressing gene regulation knowledge in a machine-processable 
manner is required for enabling advanced methodologies for gene 
regulation information and knowledge exploitation, including 
answering complex queries or testing biological hypotheses. In this 
work, we have contributed to the efforts of the GREEKC Consortium by 
investigating methods for facilitating the use of standardized knowledge 
to support data annotation processes aiming at building interoperable 
gene regulation content. More concretely, we have focused on studying 
how gene regulation knowledge could be formalized with the support of 
ontologies. Ontologies such as GO or SO have been successfully applied 
in the last twenty years for biological knowledge representation, man-
agement and interoperability, so they have constituted the ontological 
backbone of this effort. 

This has followed a multimodal approach for the representation of 
biological knowledge, which was initially described in Vera-Ramos 
et al., 2019 [49]. Gene regulation scenarios represented as cartoons 

Table 1 
Classes and relations reused in the first use case, their URI, source ontology and 
models in which they appear: 1 is positive regulation of transcription by a 
promoter without coregulator activity; 2 is negative regulation of transcription 
by a promoter without coregulator activity; 3 is positive regulation of tran-
scription by a promoter with coregulator activity; and 4 is negative regulation of 
transcription by a promoter with coregulator activity.  

Term ID Ontology Models 

RNA polymerase II cis-regulatory 
region sequence-specific DNA 
binding 

GO:0000978 Gene Ontology 
(GO) 

1,2 

DNA-binding transcription activator 
activity, RNA polymerase II- 
specific 

GO:0001228 Gene Ontology 
(GO) 

1,3 

DNA-binding transcription repressor 
activity, RNA polymerase II- 
specific 

GO:0001227 Gene Ontology 
(GO) 

2,4 

transcription coactivator activity GO:0003713 Gene Ontology 
(GO) 

3 

transcription corepressor activity GO:0003714 Gene Ontology 
(GO) 

4 

positive regulation of transcription 
by RNA polymerase II 

GO:0045944 Gene Ontology 
(GO) 

1,3 

negative regulation of transcription 
by RNA Polymerase II 

GO:0000122 Gene Ontology 
(GO) 

2,4 

chromatin GO:0000785 Gene Ontology 
(GO) 

1–4 

information biomacromolecule CHEBI:33695 ChEBI 1–4 
gene SO:0000704 Sequence 

Ontology (SO) 
1–4 

DNA_motif SO:0000713 Sequence 
Ontology (SO) 

1–4 

has part BFO:0000051 Relations 
Ontology (RO) 

1–4 

enabled by RO:0002333 Relations 
Ontology (RO) 

1–4 

has input RO:0002233 Relations 
Ontology (RO) 

1–4 

occurs in BFO:0000066 Relations 
Ontology (RO) 

1–4 

part of BFO:0000050 Relations 
Ontology (RO) 

1–4  
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were the starting point for our approach, because cartoons enable an 
effective representation of the diversity and complexity of the gene 
regulation domain. The cartoons were developed by domain experts and 
they were analyzed together with ontology experts to generate a 
description in natural language. Such description was processed and 
interpreted by ontology experts to select and connect terms from 

existing ontologies in order to formally represent this meaning as 
knowledge models (RQ1). 

One hypothesis was that reusing content from the major biological 
ontologies such as GO, SO, RO or ChEBI is a way of representing gene 
regulation knowledge in sufficient depth (RQ2). Our analysis of the 
completeness and correctness of the content and structure of those on-
tologies regarding gene regulation knowledge led to the identification of 
missing terms which were created as local terms in the Gene Regulation 
Application Ontology, GRAO. Their inclusion into GO and SO was 
requested, facilitated by members of the GO and SO consortia who 
participated in GREEKC and with whom new modeling approaches for 
gene regulation knowledge were shared and discussed. This allowed the 
alignment of our work and modeling approaches with the on-going ac-
tions in those consortia, which should contribute to the sustainability of 
the work. Examples of local terms in GRAO can be found in the Protégé 
models developed in this work. 

The models created in this work and their application to support the 
annotation of research articles were evaluated by domain expert mem-
bers of the GREEKC Consortium (RQ4). The results (see Table 3) show 
that the models were useful for annotating the content of the articles in 
93% of the cases, so the models can be considered useful for data 
annotation. This result is positive but must be conservatively interpreted 
due to the limited sample size and because the articles were selected by 
one expert who considered that they were related to the use cases, 
therefore getting this high percentage was an expected result. 

27% of the articles did not contain all the data required by the model. 
This implies that those articles do not provide a complete description of 
all regulation activity aspects represented in the model. This may occur 
because scientists have not been able to decipher completely those ac-
tivities or because the authors chose not to include (experimental) in-
vestigations of those activities in the article. For the former case, the use 
of GO-CAMs as templates should specify if all data are compulsory. For 
the latter case, the use of GO-CAMs as templates should guide authors in 
data entry and help to prevent omissions in those cases in which 

Fig. 8. GO-CAM representing gene regulation by regulators on an enhancer that loops to a promoter. The main process in this model is the positive regulation of 
transcription by RNA polymerase II (GO:0045944), which has input a gene (SO:0000704) product. Three activities are part of (BFO:0000050) this process, namely, DNA- 
binding transcription activator activity (GO:0001216), the transcription co-activator activity, RNA polymerase II-specific (GO:0001228), and promoter-enhancer loop 
anchoring activity (GO:0140585). The DNA-binding transcription activator activity, occurs in (BFO:0000066) the chromatin(GO:0000785), is enabled by (RO:0002333) a 
dbTF represented by chebi information biomacromolecule (CHEBI:33695), and has input (RO:0002233) a gene (SO:0000704) product. Besides, this activity has part 
(BFO:0000051) the RNA polymerase II cis-regulatory region sequence-specific DNA binding (GO:0000978) which occurs in the chromatin, is enabled by the same dbTF as 
the previous activity, and has input the same gene product. The transcription co-activator activity, RNA polymerase II-specific occurs in the chromatin, and is enabled by the 
coTF represented by chebi information biomacromolecule. The promoter-enhancer loop anchoring activity occurs in the chromatin, and is enabled by chebi information 
biomacromolecule. It should be noted that in this model, the two gene products refer to the same gene product, whereas two transcription regulators are involved: the 
dbTF participates in the activities DNA-binding transcription activator activity and RNA polymerase II cis-regulatory region sequence-specific DNA binding, and the coTF 
participates in transcription co-activator activity. 

Table 2 
All the terms and relations reused in the second use case, their URI and source 
ontology.  

Term ID Ontology 

RNA polymerase II cis-regulatory region 
sequence-specific DNA binding 

GO:0000978 Gene Ontology 
(GO) 

DNA-binding transcription activator activity, 
RNA polymerase II-specific 

GO:0001228 Gene Ontology 
(GO) 

transcription coactivator activity GO:0003713 Gene Ontology 
(GO) 

promoter-enhancer loop anchoring activity GO:0140585 Gene Ontology 
(GO) 

positive regulation of transcription by RNA 
polymerase II 

GO:0045944 Gene Ontology 
(GO) 

chromatin GO:0000785 Gene Ontology 
(GO) 

information biomacromolecule CHEBI:33695 ChEBI 
gene SO:0000704 Sequence 

Ontology (SO) 
DNA_motif SO:0000713 Sequence 

Ontology (SO) 
has part BFO:0000051 Relations 

Ontology (RO) 
enabled by RO:0002333 Relations 

Ontology (RO) 
has input RO:0002233 Relations 

Ontology (RO) 
occurs in BFO:0000066 Relations 

Ontology (RO) 
part of BFO:0000050 Relations 

Ontology (RO)  
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scientists know all the entities involved in the regulation activity. The 
use of the templates would not only help achieving consistency by 
professional data curators but also promote community curation efforts 
like the existing one for S. pombe [50]. 

One article contained more information than the model. In this case, 
it was due to the fact that two dbTFs were involved in the regulation of 
transcription and the corresponding model only provided the option to 
include one. This illustrates the need for creating additional models for 
these situations or to include cardinality constraints to GO-CAMs. 
Finally, one model was found not appropriate for the article because 
the proteins do not bind directly. This is a consequence of the complexity 
of the gene regulation domain, which will require a wider range of 
templates to cover the entire domain. 

4.2. Noctua versus Protégé 

In this work, gene regulation knowledge models were implemented 
using the state-of-the-art ontology editors Noctua and Protégé. Most 
researchers involved in this work had experience in knowledge repre-
sentation based on ontologies and most of them had previous experience 
with Protégé but not with Noctua. As a result of this work, we considered 
that Noctua provides an environment which is more appropriate for 
creating these gene regulation knowledge models than Protégé, for a 
number of reasons that will be discussed next. Besides, we considered 

that GO-CAMs can be made that are appropriate for capturing gene 
regulation data (RQ3). 

Nevertheless, we believe that both approaches could be useful for the 
objectives of GREEKC. Both tools allow for the creation of ontology- 
based knowledge models, which can be aligned with major biological 
ontologies and that, therefore, could provide the knowledge level 
required to support data representation and interoperability for complex 
molecular mechanisms of gene regulation. 

In terms of semantics, both have in common the possibility of 
creating content by applying OWL semantics. In both tools, IRIs are used 
to identify each term included in the model. As mentioned, Noctua al-
lows for creating models at the level of OWL's A-Box, and Protégé at both 
the A-Box and T-Box level. 

GO-CAMs are models based on instances (A-Box models) instead of 
on classes (T-Box ones), so it could be thought that models based on 
classes can be used as templates in a more natural way, since the 
instantiation would consist on creating the instances of the corre-
sponding classes. However, we are creating OWL models, which pro-
vides specific meaning and logical implications to instances and classes. 
OWL-based reasoning has different implications for modeling based on 
classes and based on instances. Axioms on OWL classes, so-called T-box 
axioms, are always universal statements on all instances of a class. Class- 
level statements hold universally, that is, for every instance of the class 
and in every context. For example, stating that a sequence is the pro-
moter of a transcription activity would mean that that sequence would 
play the promoter role in every possible context for that transcription 
activity, which may not be true. Consequently, wrong inferences can be 
made by the reasoner. Modeling such role at the individual level does 
not have such unintended effect and allows for a more precise descrip-
tion of the biological context in which particular regulation activities 
occur. Gene regulation knowledge models are intended to describe 
scenarios in which specific genes or proteins participate (referring to the 
specific instances used in the experiments described in the article to be 
annotated), they do not intend to model scenarios in a universal way, 
since regulation activities happen in a particular context. Therefore, 
modeling based on instances is the appropriate option. Although there is 
some degree of universality in our models, we consider them as proto-
typical instances. 

Noctua is more focused on the most specific terms that are part of the 
model, assuming that, given that they are created as instances of 
ontology classes, they are automatically linked to them. Protégé is more 
oriented to the construction of ontology T-boxes, i.e. the ontologies 
themselves and not their instances, where hierarchical organization and 
axiomatic structure are fundamental. From a usability point of view, A- 

Fig. 9. The use of a GO-CAM template to curate experimental data. The GO-CAM describing gene regulation by regulators on an enhancer that loops to a promoter 
was used as a template to curate the data presented in Kim et al., 2009 [44]. 

Table 3 
Summary of the results obtained in the evaluation carried out by the expert. 
Each row corresponds to a knowledge model and each column corresponds to 
one possible answer: A1: The GO-CAM is not appropriate for annotating this 
article; A2: The article does not provide all the data required by the GO-CAM; 
A3: The GO-CAM permits to capture all the data of the article; and A4: The 
article has relevant data which is not represented in the GO-CAM.  

Model/Answer A1 A2 A3 A4 

Transcription regulation of a promoter 
(model 1)   

4  

Transcription regulation of a promoter 
(model 2) 

1    

Transcription regulation of a promoter 
(model 3)  

2 1  

Transcription regulation of a promoter 
(model 4)  

1   

Gene regulation by promoter-enhancer 
looping  

1 1 1  

6.67% 26.67% 60% 6.67%  
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Box modeling is more user friendly in Noctua, which automatically 
creates and names every instance. Besides, Noctua's graphical interface 
is likely to be more user-friendly than Protégé GUI for domain, non- 
ontology experts. For example, the GO-CAMs are shown in a graphical 
way similar to how pathways are represented. The representation of the 
classes in Protégé is in the form of a hierarchy. In order to visualize the 
model graphically, it is necessary to use Protégé plug-ins or other tools. 

One limitation of Noctua is that it has been developed for creating 
GO-CAM graphs, so it may not be useful for modeling other domains, in 
contrast, Protégé is generic and can be applied to a variety of domains. 
Another limitation of Noctua is that the user must select the content of 
the graph models from the Noctua Entity Ontology. In our use cases, we 
were not able to include some terms in our GO-CAMs because they were 
not available in the Noctua Entity Ontology, but this has to be regarded 
as tooling limitation that is easy to solve. On the other hand, Protégé 
supports the unrestricted creation of all kinds of OWL entities (classes, 
properties, individuals), subclass and equivalence statements, logical 
restriction and metadata annotations. Protégé facilitates the reuse of 
content from ontologies imported by the user. Protégé would also permit 
to include content from external databases such as UniProt or DbTF, 
which should be represented as OWL classes, since distinct instances of 
the same entity (e.g., protein) could be required for a GO-CAM. Hence, 
in case some terms cannot be included using Noctua, the GO-CAM can be 
exported in OWL format and modified using Protégé. 

The GO-CAMs were presented in Section 2. As mentioned there, we 
also implemented those models using Protégé. Tables 4–8 (Supple-
mentary Material) describe the content of the models obtained with 
Protégé. We can see that the Protégé models have more entities than the 
GO-CAMs. This is due to the fact that Protégé content is hierarchically 
organized and, therefore, we did not include only the most specific terms 
required for the use case, but also parent terms such as Biological Process 
or Cellular Component to provide a more detailed context for the model. 
It should be noted that, for simplicity, the Protégé models developed for 
the uses cases do not import the reused ontologies such as GO or SO, only 
the terms needed to build the models were included. In order to exploit 
the logical axioms of those ontologies, they should be explicitly im-
ported. In the case of the GO-CAMs, their export in OWL format would 
import all the reused ontologies, which would make the semantic 
context available to the machine. 

4.3. Practical implications 

The work reflected in this manuscript is a proof-of-concept imple-
mentation of a method for the creation of knowledge models to support 
data curation processes. The tools used in this project are expected to be 
used by the developers of the knowledge models. Most tasks have been 
manually carried out in this study, because our main objective was to 
propose design patterns and evaluate their feasibility. A set of resources 
has been generated for each gene regulation scenario (cartoon, natural 
language specification, and knowledge models implemented in Noctua 
and Protégé), which could support data curators in different ways. For 
example, the cartoons could help data curators to select the right gene 
regulation scenario. Each set of resources should be offered as a research 
object [51]. We would expect curators use knowledge models that can 
be retrieved from the GO-CAM database4 managed by the GO-CAM 
consortium, which should be included in the data curation tools in a 
way as transparent as possible for data curators. For example, annota-
tion forms of the knowledge bases should be based on or mapped to the 
knowledge models and the curator should only fill the variable parts of 
the gene regulation scenario selected.In addition to this, since GO-CAMs 
permit defining the provenance for each activity unit, the content of one 
GO-CAM can be associated with multiple articles. 

4.4. Limitations and further work 

The automation of the creation of GO-CAMs and the definition of 
reusable subunits of these models (those that specify a dbTF, coTF, gene 
or gene product) can be considered outside of the scope of this paper, but 
it should be the focus of future work. It would be desirable to have a 
language for the specification of the cartoons, since this would permit 
the development of methods for the extraction of information from 
them. This would allow for the automatic generation of the textual 
description or the direct extraction of entities to be searched in existing 
ontologies. Nevertheless, developing such a language seems difficult due 
to the intrinsic complexity of biology. The application of natural lan-
guage processing tools for the automatic extraction of entities from the 
text descriptions should reduce the manual effort. Algorithms developed 
by the GREEKC working group on text mining could allow for identi-
fying mentions of entities relevant for the gene regulation domain. 
Testing their effectiveness against general purpose text mining ap-
proaches would also be of interest. Finally, in this work, we have 
manually used search facilities offered by BioPortal or Ontobee for 
retrieving ontology content associated with the mentions of entities in 
the text. These and other APIs and alignment algorithms [52,53] could 
be integrated into an automatic pipeline. 

We have mentioned that we want to use the knowledge models as 
templates for guiding data annotation. Nevertheless, GO-CAMs have not 
yet been designed to represent templates, and what has been illustrated 
here is the need for template models to include variables such as gene 
product. It might be interesting to extend the GO-CAM specification to 
permit the creation of templates. For examples, languages such as OPPL 
[54] have been applied for creating knowledge patterns for enriching 
the Gene Ontology [55]. 

Another limitation of this work is the number of gene regulation 
publications used for the validation of the models generated and the 
number of gene regulation scenarios itself. An automatic recognition of 
entities and their relations mentioned in domain texts would also 
facilitate the application of the methods to a large number of publication 
in order to instantiate more models, which would allow for validation on 
a larger scale. This would be a sensible next step prior to inclusion of the 
models into data annotation and curation pipelines. 

5. Conclusions 

In this work we have shown how gene regulation knowledge models 
can be generated for gene regulation scenarios by reusing existing on-
tologies and state-of-the-art semantic tools. Mostly, the methods applied 
have been manual, and their automation will be addressed in the future. 
We have been able to identify that some gene regulation knowledge is 
still missing in reference ontologies such as GO and SO. We have found 
that the two tools used in this work, Noctua and Protégé permit the 
creation of useful knowledge models. 
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